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Let C[X, Y] denote the ring of polynomials with complex coefficients in the
variables X=[x1 , ..., xn] and Y=[ y1 , ..., yn], let Sn denote the symmetric group of
order n!, let Cm denote the cyclic group C m=[e2?ijm : 0 jm&1] of order m, let
Hk denote the subgroup of order k of C m, and let Gn, m=C m " Sn (the wreath
product of Cm with Sn). Each element , of Gn, m may be represented as a generalized
permutation ,=[=(1)_1 , ..., =(n)_n] where =( j)=e2?ihjm where 0hjm&1
and _=[_1 , ..., _n] # Sn . Let Gn, m, k=[, # Gn, m : >ni=1 =(i) # Hk]. In this paper,
alternants Am, k, & are defined in the variables X and Y and where n, m, and
k are integers and & is a partition. Setting In, m, k, & (X, Y ) to be the ideal
In, m, k, & (X, Y )=[P # C[X, Y ] : P(x1 , ..., xn , y1 , ..., yn) Am, k, &=0], where xi
(resp. yj ) is the partial differential operator with respect to xi (resp. y j), the action
of Gn, m, k on the quotient ring Cn, m, k, &=C[X, Y]In, m, k, & (X, Y ) is isomorphic to
the regular representation of Gn, m, k when &=(1 p), some &=( p) (and k divides m)
or when & is a hook-shape and k=1. Bases are constructed for these quotient rings
that exhibit the decomposition of the regular representation into irreducibles. It
should be noted that the alternants Am, k, & are generalizations of the alternants
defined by A. Garsia and M. Haiman (1996, Electron. J. Combin. 3, No. 2). Thus
the graded characters of Cn, m, k, & give generalizations of the q, t-Kostka coefficients.
 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this work, Sn will denote the symmetric group of order n! and Cm will
denote the cyclic group
Cm=[e2?ijm : 0 jm&1]. (1.1)
There are three infinite collections of the finite irreducible complex reflec-
tion groups: the symmetric groups Sn ; the wreath products Gn, m=Cm " Sn ;
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and certain subgroups of Gn, m of index p (where p divides m) that are
usually denoted by G(m, p, n). Each element , # Gn, m can be described as a
generalized permutation
,=\ 1=(1)_1
2
=(2)_2
} } }
} } }
n
=(n)_n+ , (1.2)
where =( j)=e2?ihjm, 0hjm&1 and
_=\ 1_1
2
_2
3
_3
} } }
} } }
n&1
_n&1
n
_n+ # Sn , (1.3)
is an element of Sn . In fact, we can write , as the product ,=_; where _
is as in (1.3),
;=\ 1=(1)1
1
=(2)2
3
=(3)3
} } }
} } }
n&1
=(n&1)n&1
n
=(n)n+ (1.4)
and =( j)=e2?ihj m some integer hj . Set Hk to be the subgroup of Cm with
exactly k elements and G(m, mk, n) to be the subgroup of Gn, m
G(m, mk, n)={, # Gn, m : ‘
n
j=1
=( j) # Hk= . (1.5)
For notational convenience, we will denote the group G(m, mk, n) by
Gn, m, k .
Let C[X, Y] denote the ring of polynomials with complex coefficients in
the variables X=[x1 , x2 , ..., xn] and Y=[ y1 , y2 , ..., yn]. We will define
the diagonal action of Gn, m, k on C[X, Y] by setting (with , as in (1.2))
,P(x1 , x2 , ..., xn , y1 , ..., yn)
=P(=(1)x_1 , =(2)x_2 , ..., =(n)x_n , =(1) y_1 , ..., =(n) y_n). (1.6)
For example, if n=5, m=7, |=e2?i7 and
,=\ 1|3 2
2
3
3
|25
4
|4
5
1+
then
,P(x1 , x2 , ..., xn , y1 , ..., yn)
=P(|3x2 , x3 , |2x5 , |x4 , x1 , |3y2 , y3 , |2y5 , |y4 , y1).
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Let +=(+1+2 } } } +j) be a partition of n. We will use the French
notation for describing Ferrers diagrams and tableaux. Specifically, a
Ferrers diagram of shape +=(+1+2 } } } +j) has +1 cells in its first
row, and continuing north +i cells in its i th row. Each cell in a Ferrers
diagram has a coordinate (ai , bi) where ai denotes the row and bi denotes
the column where the bottom row has row coordinate ‘‘0’’ and the column
to the farthest west has column coordinate ‘‘0.’’ Given a partition
&=(&1 , &2 , ..., &f) we define R& to be the collection of the coordinates of the
cells in a Ferrers diagram of shape &. In other words,
R&=[(i, j): 0 j&i+1&1, 0i f&1]. (1.7)
For example, if &=(4, 2, 1) then the Ferrers diagram of shape (4, 3, 2)
where each cell contains its coordinate as its entry would be
(2, 0) (2, 1)
(1, 0) (1, 1) (1, 2)
(0, 0) (0, 1) (0, 2) (0, 3)
and
R&=[(0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2), (0, 3), (1, 0), (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 0), (2, 1)].
We shall set Qm, k to be the collection of cells
Qm, k=[(i, j): i+ j$k&1 (mod m)].
Let & be a partition of some integer p such that
|Qm, k, & |=|Qm, k & R& |=n. (1.8)
For example, suppose n=6, m=6, k=3 and &=(12, 10, 2, 2). Then we
have that
Q6, 3, &=Q6, 3 & R&=[(0, 9), (0, 3), (1, 8), (1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 0)].
If &=(1q), the requirement that |Qm, k, & |=n implies that we may assume
that q=m(n&1)+k. Similarly, if &=( p) then we may assume that
p=m(n&1)+k. If &=( p, 1q) where p>2, q{0 and k=1, then we may
assume that p=m(v&1)+1, q=m(w&1)+1 and w+v=n+1. This last
requirement implies that in Qm, k, & there are v cells chosen from the first
row and w cells from the first column of R& respectively. With k=1 the
corner square with coordinate (0, 0) is counted twice.
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(1.9)
For the remainder of this paper (unless otherwise noted),
we will assume that either &=(1q) (with q=m(n&1)+k),
&=( p) (with p=m(n&1)+k) or &=( p, 1q) with p=
m(v&1)+1, q=m(w&1)+1, k=1 and w+v=n+1.
In this particular setting, the requirements on & introduced by (1.9) yield
that & is the generalized one-row shape, one-column shape or hook-shape
respectively with entries from Qm, k, & .
Let A+ be the alphabet
A+=[(g, f ): g and f are integers and g f =0].
We will say that (g, f )>+ (h, j) if and only if g& f>h& j. Let
LQ=(a1 , b1), ..., (an , bn) (1.10)
be a listing of the elements of Qm, k, & in increasing order with respect to >+ .
The assumption in (1.9) implies that the entries in LQ are elements from
A+ . Since |Qm, k, & |=n, we can define Am, k, & to be the n_n deter-
minant
Am, k, &=|x
ai
j y
bi
j | i, j=1 } } } n , (1.11)
where (ai , bi) is the i th entry of LQ . xi will denote the partial derivative
operator with respect to xi and P(x , y) will denote the operator
P(x , y)=P(x1 , x2 , ..., xn , y1 , ..., yn).
Define In, m, k, & (X, Y ) to be the ideal of polynomials (in C[X, Y])
In, m, k, & (X, Y )=[P(X, Y ) # C[X, Y] : P(x , y) Am, k, &=0] (1.12)
and Cn, m, k, & to be the quotient ring
Cn, m, k, &=C[X, Y]In, m, k, & (X, Y). (1.13)
Note that A1, 1, 1n is the n_n Vandermonde determinant and thus I1, 1, 1n is
the ideal generated by the elementary symmetric polynomials
ej= :
1i1<i2< } } } <ijn
xi1 xi2 } } } xij (1.14)
where 1 jn (see, for example, [10]).
It is known that if k | m and if &=(1q) (with q=m(n&1)+k) or that
&=( p) (with p=m(n&1)+ p) that
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dim Cn, m, k, &=n! mn&1 k (1.15)
as a vector space over C. Futhermore, the action of Gn, m, k on a C-basis of
Cn, m, k, & is equivalent to the regular representation \Gn, m, k of Gn, m, k (see,
for example, [12]). The purpose of this paper is to:
(1) Construct bases for the space Cn, m, k, & , when k is any positive
integer 1km and either &=(1q) (q=m(n&1)+k) or &=( p)
( p=m(n&1)+k).
(2) Construct bases for the space Cn, m, k, & when &=( p, 1q) ( p2) is
a hook-shaped partition with k=1.
(3) With & as in (1) and (2), we will construct bases that exhibit the
decomposition of the regular representation \Gn, m, k of the group Gn, m, k on
the space Cn, m, k, & into irreducibles (specifically, we will show that the
action of Gn, m, k on the basis given in (2) is equivalent to the regular
representation of Gn, m, k).
In each of the three above situations we will show that
dim Cn, m, k, &=n! mn&1 k (1.16)
as a vector space over C.
In Section 2, we introduce the major structures associated with these
bases, specifically bitableaux, bideterminants and bipermanents. In Section
3, we give the construction of cocharge tableaux and the description of the
collection PSCn, m, k, & . Section 5 and Section 6 show that the collection
PSCn, m, k, & is a spanning set for Cn, m, k, & and that it is linearly inde-
pendent in Cn, m, k, & respectively. In Section 7, we show that a slight modifica-
tion to the collections PSCn, m, k, & gives bases of Cn, m, k, & that exhibit the
decomposition of the regular representation of Gn, m, k .
It should be noted that this author constructed bases for Cn, m, k, & when
&=1m(n&1)+k and either m=1 or m=2 (see [13]) that give the decom-
position of the regular representation of Gn, m, k (i.e. the symmetric group
Sn , the hyperoctahedral group and the finite reflection group of type Dn)
into irreducibles. He also constructed a basis for Cn, 1, 1, & where & is a hook-
shape (see [4]). Furthermore, it should be stated that A. Garsia and
M. Haiman in [7] have conjectured that the dimension of Cn, 1, 1, & is n! for all
partitions &. In this case, the the basis found in [4] gives a combinatorial
interpretation of the q, t-Kostka coefficients.
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2. BI-m TABLEAUX, BI-m DETERMINANTS AND
BI-m PERMANENTS
A tableau T of shape + is a filling of a Ferrers diagram of shape + with
elements from an ordered set. A tableau (with shape + and + is a partition
of n) is said to be injective if it has entries [1, 2, ..., n] and each of these
integers appears exactly once. A tableau of shape + is said to be standard
if it is injective and if the entries increase strictly from west to east (left to
right) and from south to north (bottom to top). A tableau is said to be
column strict if the entries increase weakly from west to east and increase
strictly from south to north. We will denote the collection of column-strict
tableaux with n cells by CSn . The superstandard tableau of shape + is the
standard tableau of shape + where the i th cell contains i as we read the
cells from west to east row by row starting from the southern-most row
and continuing north. We will denote the fact that j is an entry in tableau
T by j # T.
Let *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *m) be an ordered set of partitions of length m such
that |*1 |+ } } } +|*m |=n (i.e., each *i is a partition). Note that a partition
*j may be a partition of 0. We will say that a m-tableau T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm)
is of shape *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *m) (denoted by sh(T )=*) if the shape of T i is
*i (denoted by sh(Ti)=*i) for 1im. An m-tableau T (of shape *) is
said to be injective if each of the integers [1, 2, 3, ..., n] appears as an entry
in exactly one T i . For example,
4 15
\3 9 10 14 +1 2, <, 5 6 7 8, 11 12 13
is an injective 4-tableau of shape ((2, 1, 1), (0), (4, 2), (3, 1, 1)). Further-
more, an m-injective tableau T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm) is said to be m-standard
if each Ti is a column-strict tableau. Let STn, m denote the collection of
m-standard tableaux with exactly n cells.
Let [i1 , i2 , ..., ij] denote the sum in the group algebra of Sn
[i1 , i2 , ..., ij]= :
_ # S[i 1 , i 2 , ..., i j ]
_ (2.1)
and let [i1 , i2 , ..., ij]$ denote
[i1 , i2 , ..., ij]$= :
_ # S[i 1 , i 2 , ..., i j ]
sgn(_)_ (2.2)
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where Si1, i2 , ..., ij denotes the symmetric group on the letters [i1 , i2 , ..., i j]. If
I is an injective tableau with nr rows and nc columns and where the i th row
is [ri, 1 , ri, 2 , ..., ri, ji ] and the i th column is [ci, 1 , ci, 2 , ..., ci, hi ] then we set
P(I )= ‘
nr
i=1
[r i, 1 , ri, 2 , ..., ri, ji ] (2.3)
and
N(I )= ‘
nc
i=1
[ci, 1 , ci, 2 , ..., ci, hi ]$. (2.4)
Note that if RI and CI are respectively the subgroups of the symmetric
group Sn that leave invariant the rows and the columns of the injective
tableau I then
P(I )= :
_ # RI
_ (2.5)
and
N(I )= :
_ # CI
sgn(_)_. (2.6)
Let A=[a1 , a2 , ..., an], B=[b1 , b2 , ..., bk] and let AB be the algebra
over the field C in the indeterminates (ai | bj) (1in, 1 jk). AB is
called the letter-place algebra. Define the action of _ # Sn on AB by setting
_(ai1 | bi1)(ai2 | bi2) } } } (aij | bij)=(a_(i1) | bi1)(a_(i2) | bi2) } } } (a_(ij) | b ij). (2.7)
Let (T1 , T2) be two tableaux with entries from alphabets A and B respec-
tively and let I be the superstandard tableau, all of shape +. Define
qT1 , T2= ‘
k
i=1
(aT1(i) | bT2(i)) (2.8)
where where aT1(i) and bT2(i) are the entries in T1 and T2 that correspond
to the cell containing i in I. Set
(T1 , T2)per=P(I ) qT1 , T2 (2.9)
and
(T1 , T2)det=N(I ) qT1 , T2 . (2.10)
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(T1 , T2)per and (T1 , T2)det are called a bipermanent and a bideterminant
respectively. A bideterminant (T1 , T2)det (resp. bipermanent (T1 , T2)per) is
said to be column-strict if both T1 and T2 are column-strict. The content
{(T ) of a tableau T is the sequence determined by listing the entries of T
in decreasing order with respect to the lexicographic order >L . The content
of a pair of tableaux (T1 , T2) is ({1 , {2) where {1 is the content of T1 and
{2 is the content of T2 . The content of a bideterminant (T1 , T2)det (resp.
bipermanent (T1 , T2)per) is defined to be the content of (T1 , T2). We will
say that the shape * of the (T1 , T2) is higher than the shape of + of
(U1 , U2) if *$>L +$ where *$ and +$ the are conjugate shapes of * and + and
>L is the lexicographic ordering. The shape * of (T1 , T2) is said to be
longer than the shape + of (U1 , U2) if *>L +.
In [6] Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 are proven.
Theorem 2.1. (Rota’s Straightening Algorithm). Suppose that
(T1 , T2) is a bitableau of shape * with content ({1 , {2). Then (T1 , T2)det
(resp. (T1 , T2)per) is a linear combination with integer coefficients of
column-strict bideterminants (resp. bipermanents) with the same content and
the same or higher (resp. longer) shape.
Theorem 2.2. The collection of column-strict bideterminants with content
({1 , {2) are linearly independent.
The row sequence rs(S) of a tableau S is the sequence obtained by read-
ing the entries of S from west to east (left to right) row by row starting
with the southernmost row and continuing north. Actually, the proofs of
Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 in [6] imply the following two theorems.
Theorem 2.3. Let I be a tableau and let C be a column-strict tableau.
Then
(I, C)per= :
rs(T)<L rs(I)
T column-strict
aI, T (T, C)per+ :
sh(U)=sh(D)
sh(U)>L sh(I )
aU, D (U, D)per , (2.11)
where >L is the lexicographic order and T, U and D are column-strict
tableaux tableau with the same content as I, I and C, respectively.
Theorem 2.4. Let A=[a1 , a2 , ..., an] and B=[b1 , b2 , ..., bk] be
alphabets and let B(1) and B(2) be a partition of B (i.e., B(1) _ B(2)=B and
B(1) & B(2)=<). Furthermore, let AB$ be the letter place algebra over C in
the indeterminants
[(ai | bj) : ai # A and bj # B(2)]. (2.12)
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The collection of column-strict bideterminants with content ({1 , {2) where
each element of {1 is an element of A and each element of {2 is an element
of B(1) are linearly independent over AB$.
Given two bi-m tableaux T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm) and U=(U1 , U2 , ..., Um) of
the same shape *, we define the bi-m permanent (T, U)per to be
(T, U)per= ‘
m
i=1
(Ti , U i)per . (2.13)
and the bi-m determinant (T, U)det to be
(T, U)det= ‘
m
i=1
(Ti , U i)det . (2.14)
This given, we have the following corollary to Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
Theorem 2.5. Let A=[a1 , a2 , ..., an] and B=[b1 , b2 , ..., bk] be
alphabets such that B is the disjoint union of collections B( j) for 1 jm.
Furthermore, suppose that TU=[(T, U)det]T, U where T and U vary over
all m&tableau T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm) and U=(U1 , U2 , ..., Um) of the same
shape +=(+1 , +2 , ..., +m), with |+1 |+ } } } +|+m |=n, and where each T is
m&standard and each Uj is a column-strict tableau with entries from B( j) .
The collection TU is linearly independent over C.
Specifically, let us consider the situation when
A=[1, 2, ..., n]
and
B=[(i, j): 0i, j].
Define SM to be the subalgebra of the letterplace algebra defined by
SM={ :b=(b1, ..., bn) cb (1 | b1)(2 | b2) } } } (n | bn) : cb # C and bi # B=
with the additional property that (i | bi) (i | bj)=(i | b i+bj) where bi+b j is
term by term addition. We can define an isomorphism ,,
,: SM  C[X, Y]
by linearly extending the map
,((1 | b1)(2 | b2) } } } (n | bn))=x
b1, 1
1 y
b1, 2
1 } } } x
bn, 1
n y
bn, 2
n ,
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where bi=(bi, 1 , bi, 2). Thus, without loss of generality, we may consider the
collection SM to be polynomials with coefficients from C.
Let I be an m-injective tableau, let U be a m-tableau both of shape + and
let
qI, U (X, Y )= ‘
n
i=1
xaii y
bi
i , (2.15)
where (ai , bi) is the entry in the cell of U that corresponds to the cell
containing i in I. Then the isomorphism , implies that
(I, U)per=P(I ) qI, U (X, Y ) (2.16)
and
(I, U)det=N(I ) qI, U (X, Y ). (2.17)
Example. If
(16, 0) (7, 0)
U=\ (0, 0) (0, 2) (14, 0) (0, 7) +(0, 12) (0, 4), <, (0, 14) (0, 14) (10, 0) (10, 0), (0, 11) (0, 3) (3, 0)
and if
4 15
I=\3 9 10 14 +1 2, <, 5 6 7 8, 11 12 13
then
qI, U (X, Y )= y121 y
4
2x
16
4 y
14
5 y
14
6 x
10
7 x
10
8 y
2
9x
14
10y
11
11y
3
12y
3
13y
7
14x
7
15 , (2.19)
(I, U)per=[1, 2] [5, 6, 7, 8][9, 10][11, 12, 13]
y121 y
4
2x
16
4 y
14
5 y
14
6 x
10
7 x
10
8 y
2
9x
14
10y
11
11y
3
12 x
3
13y
7
14x
7
15 (2.20)
and
(I, U)det=[1, 3, 4]$ [5, 9]$ [6, 10]$ [11, 14, 15]$
y121 y
4
2x
16
4 y
14
5 y
14
6 x
10
7 x
10
8 y
2
9x
14
10y
11
11y
3
12 y
3
13 y
7
14 x
7
15 , (2.21)
where [i1 , i2 , ..., ik] and [i1 , i2 , ..., ij]$ are given in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2)
respectively. K
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3. DEFINITION OF COCHARGE TABLEAUX
We will need to construct cocharge m-tableaux from an appropriate
subcollection STn, m, k, & of STn, m . Given n, m, k, & and
Qm, k, &=[(a1 , b1), (a2 , b2), ..., (an , bn)],
let ai be the smallest entry in the multiset A=[a1 , a2 , ..., an] and let r be
the multiplicity of ai in A. We define
STn, m, k, &=[T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm) # STn, m : r # Tg , 1gk].
In the three cases assumed by & in (1.9), this reduces to the following
possibilities.
(1) If &=(1q) where q=(w&1)m+k (and w=n) then r=1 and
STn, m, k, &=[T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm) # STn, m : 1 # Tg , 1gk]. (3.1)
(2) If &=( p) where p=(v&1)m+k (and v=n) then r=v=n and
STn, m, k, &=[T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm) # STn, m : n # Tg , 1gk]. (3.2)
(3) If &=( p, 1q) and k=1 where p>1, p=(v&1)m+k and
q=(w&1)m+k then r=v and
STn, m, k, &=[T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm) # STn, m : v # T1]. (3.3)
The algorithm for constructing the m-cocharge tableaux COCHn, m, k, &
in the above three different cases, starts off slightly (steps A, B and C)
differently but concludes in the same manner (steps D and E). Let
T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm) # STn, m, k, & . Define C& (T ) to be the m-tableau
obtained in the following manner.
A. If &=(1q), where q=(w&1)m+k, and 1 # Tj (where T #
STn, m, k, &) replace 1 by ( j&1, 0) and set v=1.
B. If &=( p), where p=(v&1)m+k (and v=n), and n # T j where
(T # STn, m, k, &) replace n by (0, j&1).
C. If k=1 and & is a hook-shape &=( p, 1q), where p=(v&1)m+1
and q=(w&1)m+1 replace v in T1 (with T # STn, m, k, &) by (0, 0).
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D. Having replaced i # Th (and iv) by ( f, 0) replace i+1 by
(a) ( f, 0) if i+1 # Th and i is northwest of i+1;
(b) ( f +m, 0) if i+1 # Th and i is southeast of i+1;
(c) ( f +d&h, 0) if i+1 # Td where d>h.
(d) ( f +m+d&h, 0) if i+1 # Td where d<h.
E. Having replaced i # Th (and iv) by (0, f ) replace i&1 by
(a) (0, f ) if i&1 # Th and i&1 is northwest of i;
(b) (0, f+m) if i&1 # Th and i&1 is southeast of i;
(c) (0, f+d&h) if i&1 # Td where d>h.
(d) (0, f+m+d&h) if i&1 # Td where d<h.
It should be noted that it is possible to define an algorithm for the construc-
tion of cocharge tableaux that reduces steps A,B and C to a single step. The
description, though, is more complicated than the one given.
Define
COCHn, m, k, &=[C& (T ): T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm) # STn, m, k, &]. (3.4)
Example. Suppose that n=15, m=4, k=3 and &=(1q) where
q=(n&1)m+k=58. Furthermore, suppose that
15 11
T=\ 9 8 14 5 + . (3.5)3 6, <, 1 2 12 13, 4 7 10
Since 1 # T3 , we will replace 1 by (2, 0). Continuing, we have
(36, 0) (27, 0)
c158 (T)=\ (20, 0) (18, 0) (34, 0) (11, 0) + .
(3.6)
(4, 0) (12, 0), <, (2, 0) (2, 0) (30, 0) (30, 0), (7, 0) (15, 0) (23, 0)
Example. Suppose that n=15, m=4, k=2, &=(59), p=(n&1)m+k
and T given in (3.5) then
(0, 0) (0, 7)
c(59)(T)=\ (0, 12) (0, 14) (0, 2) (0, 19) + .(0, 24) (0, 16), <, (0, 26) (0, 26) (0, 6) (0, 6), (0, 23) (0, 15) (0, 11)
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Example. Suppose that n=15, m=4, k=1, &=(33, 125) and T given
in (3.5). Since q=4(w&1)+1=25 and p=4(v&1)+1=33 we have that
w=7 and v=9. Note that T # STn, m, k, & (where T was given in Eq. (3.5)).
Thus we replace 9 in T by (0, 0). Since 10 # T4 , we replace 10 by (3, 0).
Thus we have
(16, 0) (7, 0)
C& (T)=\ (0, 0) (0, 2) (14, 0) (0, 7) + .
(3.7)
(0, 12) (0, 4), <, (0, 14) (0, 14) (10, 0) (10, 0), (0, 11) (0, 3) (3, 0)
In each of the three examples, note that if (a i , bi) # C j then
ai+bi $j&1 (mod m). Let CSMn, m denote the collection of all column-
strict m-tableau U=(U1 , U2 , ..., Um) such that (g, f ) # Uj implies
(g, f ) # A+ and g+ f$j&1 (mod m).
Theorem 3.1. If T # STn, m, k, & then C& (T ) # CSMn, m .
Proof. Let ci be the entry in C& (T )=(C1 , C2 , ..., Cm) that replaced i in
T. Note that if i< j then ci+ cj . Furthermore, if i, i+1 # Tj and i+1 is
northwest of i then ci<+ ci+1 . Therefore, we have that Ch in
C& (T )=(C1 , C2 , ..., Cm) is column-strict for 1hm. The algorithm for
constructing the cocharge C& (T ) replaces each i by an element of A+ .
Each step in our algorithm places entry (a, b) in Ch only if
a+b$h&1 (mod m). K
Define PSCn, m, k, & to be the collection of polynomials
PSCn, m, k, &=[(S, C)per : S # STn, m , C # COCHn, m, k, & and sh(S)=sh(C)].
(3.8)
Let Mg, f denote the homogeneous subspace of a polynomial ring M[X, Y]
of degree g in X=[x1 , x2 , ..., xn] and degree f in Y=[ y1 , y2 , ..., yn]. The
Hilbert series H(M) is defined to be
H(M)= :
g, f
dim(Mg, f) r gt f. (3.9)
Let U=(U1 , U2 , ..., Um) be an m-tableau with entries from A+ and let
T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm) be a injective m-tableau such that sh(T )=sh(U). Let
uj=(uj1 , uj2) be the entry in U in the cell that contains j in T. Define
sg (U)= :
n
j=1
u jg (3.10)
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for 1g2. Thus, with U given in (3.7) we have s1 (U)=60 and
s2 (U)=67. We can now state the theorem that will motivate our discussion
in sections 5 and 6. Specifically,
Theorem 3.2. The collection PSCn, m, k, & is a basis for Cn, m, k, & and
the Hilbert Series of Cn, m, k, & is
H(Cn, m, k, &)= :
(S, C) # PSCn, m, k, &
rs1(C)ts2(C). (3.11)
Example. Suppose that n=3, m=2, k=1 and &=(3, 1, 1). Then
3
STn, m, k, &={\ +, \3 +, \2 +, \2 +, \2 +,1 2 3, < 1 2, < 1 3, < 1, < 1, 3
\ +, \3 +, \ + , \ 3+, \ += ,1 2 3 2, 1 2 3, 1 2, 1 2, 1 3
Thus
COCHn, m, k, &=
{\ + , \(2, 0) + , \(0, 0) + ,(0, 0) (0, 0) (0, 0), < (0, 0) (0, 0), < (0, 2) (0, 0), <
(2, 0)
\(0, 0) +, \(0, 0) +, \ +, \(2, 0) +,(0, 2), < (0, 2), (1, 0) (0, 0) (0, 0), (1, 0) (0, 0), (0, 1)
\ +, \ (1, 0)+, \ += .(0, 0) (0, 0), (0, 1) (0, 0), (0, 1) (0, 0) (1, 0) (0, 1)
Now f (3), <= f (1, 1, 1), <=1, f (2, 1), <=2 and f (1, 1), (1)= f (2), (1)= f (1)(1, 1)=
f (1), (2)=3 where f *, + is the number of m-standard tableaux of shape (*, +).
Therefore, we have
H(C3, 2, 1, &)=1+2r2+2t2+r2t2+3rt2+3r+3r2t+3t+6rt.
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In the next section, we will prove an important and useful result concer-
ning m-cocharge tableaux. In Section 5 we will prove that the collection
PSCn, m, k, & spans Cn, m, k, & . In Section 6, we will prove that the collection
PSCn, m, k, & is linearly independent in Cn, m, k, & . Recall that to get the
decompositions of the regular representations of Gn, m, k into irreducibles
we will need to modify the collection PSCn, m, k, & (which will be done in
Section 7).
Note. The definition of the collections STn, m, k, & (and hence
PSCn, m, k, &) may seem a little arbitrary at this point. This definition,
however, turns out to be exactly what is needed. A requirement for (I, U)per
(where U is an m-column strict tableau with entries from A+) to not be in
In, m, k, & (X, Y ) is for the i th element of the content of U (i.e., ordering the
entries of U with respect to <+) to be weakly between (0, 0) and (ai , bi) of
LQ (see (1.10)) for all 1in. Furthermore, the representation theory
in Section 7 requires that (I, U)per # CSMn, m . Thus if k=1 then
(av , bv)=(0, 0) some v and we must have v # T1 . Similarly, if &=(1 p) then
in LQ we must have (a1 , b1)=(k&1, 0) and we must have 1 # Tg some
integer 1gk.
4. ACTIONS ON m-TABLEAUX
There are three actions that we will define on m-tableaux: transposition,
reflection (reversal) and rotation. With S a tableau of shape *, we will let
t(S) denote the tableaux of shape *$ (the conjugate partition of *) where S
has been reflected around the line y=x. For example, if
S=
10 12
7 9
4 6 8
1 2 3 5 11
then
11
5
t(S)= 3 8
2 6 9 12
1 4 7 10
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For notational convenience, we may denote t(S) by S t. The transpose t(T )
of a m-tableau
T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm)
is
t(T)=(T t1 , T
t
2 , ..., T
t
m).
The reflection R(T) of T is
R(T )=(Tm , Tm&1 , ..., T2 , T1).
The rotation Lj (T) is
Lj (T )=(Tj+1 , Tj+2 , ..., Tm , T1 , ..., T j).
We will let Lj R t(T ) denote the resulting tableau from first transposing,
second reflecting and finally rotating left j units the tableau T. For example,
if m=4, if n=15 and if
15 11
T=\ 9 8 14 5 +3 6, <, 1 2 12 13, 4 7 10
then
U=L3 Rt(T )=\
13
+ .10 126 7 2 143 9 15, 4 5 11, 1 8, <
Recall from (3.7) that with &=(33, 125), we have
(16, 0) (7, 0)
C& (T)=\ (0, 0) (0, 2) (14, 0) (0, 7) + .(0, 12) (0, 4), <, (0, 14) (0, 14) (10, 0) (10, 0), (0, 11) (0, 3) (3, 0)
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Note that
C& (U)=\
(6, 0)
+ .(1, 0) (2, 0)(0, 8) (0, 5) (0, 14) (6, 0)(0, 12) (0, 0) (8, 0), (0, 9) (0, 9) (1, 0), (0, 18) (0, 2), <
Note that if (ai , bi) is the sum of the terms that replaced i in C& (T) and
C& (U) respectively that
(a1 , b1), (a2 , b2), (a3 , b3), ..., (an , bn)
=(0,32), (0, 28), (0, 24), (0, 20), (0, 16), (0, 12), (0, 8), (0, 4),
(0, 0), (4, 0), (8, 0), (12, 0), (16, 0), (20, 0), (24, 0).
This, however, is exactly LQ (the listing of the elements of Qm, k, & in
increasing order with respect to <+, L , see (1.10)). This leads us to the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let
LQ=(a1 , b1), (a2 , b2), (a3 , b3), ..., (an , bn)
be the listing of the elements of Qm, k, & in increasing order with respect to
<+ , let T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm) # STn, m, k, & , let C=C& (T) and let U=Lm&k R
t(T ). Then U # STn, m, k, & . Furthermore, if D=C& (U) and if (ci1 , c i2) is the
entry in C that that replaced i in T and (di1 , di2) is the entry in D that
replaced i in U then
(ci1 , ci2)+(di1 , di2)=(ai , bi). (4.1)
Proof. Suppose that &=( p, 1q) and k=1. Recall that from (1.9) we
have p=m(v&1)+1. Then we have that (0, 0) # Qm, k, & and specifically
(av , bv)=(0, 0) in LQ . Since T # STn, m, k, & , we must have v # T1 and in C,
v is replaced by (cv1 , cv2)=(0, 0). Now,
(U1 , U2 , ..., Um)=U=Lm&1 R t(T )=(T t1 , T
t
m , T
t
m&1 , ..., T
t
3 , T
t
2),
v # U1 , U # STn, m, k, & and (dv1 , dv2)=(0, 0). Thus
(cv1 , cv2)+(dv1 , dv2)=(0, 0). (4.2)
Now, assume that for all i such that vih, some integer hn, we have
(ai , bi)=(ci1 , ci2)+(di1 , di2).
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Suppose that h # Tg . If h # Tg , and h+1 is southeast of h in Tg then
(ch1 , ch2)=(c(h+1)1 , c(h+2)2).
This implies that h # Uf , some f, h+1 is northwest of h in Uf and thus
(dh1+m, dh2)=(d(h+1)1 , d(h+1)2).
Recall that (ah+1 , bh+1)=(ah+m, bh) in LQ and thus
(c(h+1)1 , c(h+2)2)+(d(h+1)1 , d(h+1)2)
=(c(h+1)1 , c(h+2)2)+(dh1+m, dh2)
=(ah+m, bh)
=(ah+1 , bh+1).
If h # Tg , h+1 # Tg and h+1 is northwest of h in Tg then
(ch1+m, ch2)=(ch+11 , ch+22).
Thus h # Uf , some f, h+1 # Uf , h+1 is southeast of h in Uf and we have
(dh1 , dh2)=(d(h+1)1 , d(h+1)2).
Now,
(c(h+1)1 , c(h+2)2)+(d(h+1)1 , d(h+1)2)
=(c(h+1)1+m, c(h+2)2)+(dh1 , dh2)
=(ah+m, bh)
=(ah+1 , bh+1).
If h # Tg , and h+1 # Te with e>g then
(c(h+1)1 , c(h+2)2)=(ch1+e& g, ch2).
Note that
(d(h+1)1 , d(h+1)2)=(dh1+m&(e& g), dh2)
and
(c(h+1)1 , c(h+2)2)+(d(h+1)1 , d(h+1)2)=(ah+m, bh)=(ah+1 , bh+1).
If h # Tg and h+1 # Te with e<g then
(c(h+1)1 , c(h+2)2)=(ch1+m+e& g, ch2)
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and
(d(h+1)1 , d(h+1)2)=(dh1&e+ g, dh2).
Therefore, for all h such that jhn we have that
(ch1 , ch2)+(dh1 , dh2)=(ah , bh).
The proof for 1hv is similar.
Now assume that &=(1q). (k&1, 0) is the smallest entry in Qm, k, & with
respect to <+ . With T # STn, m, k, & , we have 1 # Th where 1hk and
(c11 , c12)=(h&1, 0). Now, 1 # U(m+1&h)&(m&k)=Uk&h+1 . Thus (d11 , d12)
=(k&h, 0), U # STn, m, k, & and
(c11 , c12)+(d11 , d12)=(k&1, 0).
The completion of the proof is similar to the previous case.
Finally, if &=( p) the proof is once again similar to the preceeding. K
5. A SPANNING SET FOR Cn, m, k, &
To prove that the collection PSCn, m, k, & spans Cn, m, k, & , we will show
that every monomial P(X, Y ) # C[X, Y] can be written as a linear com-
bination of polynomials from PSCn, m, k, & with coefficients from either C or
In, m, k, & (X, Y ). This will be done in three steps. The first step will be to
show that the collection
SMCSn, m=[(T, U)per : T # STn, m and U # CSMn, m] (5.1)
spans C[X, Y]. Recall that CSMn, m is the collection of all column-strict m-
tableau u=(u1 , u2 , ..., um) such that if (g, f ) # U j then (g, f ) # A+ and
g+ f $ j&1 (mod m). The second step will be to show that every polyno-
mial in SMCSn, m can be written as a linear combination of polynomials
from PSCn, m, m, & with coefficients from either C or In, m, k, & (X, Y ). The
third step will be to prove that if (T, U)per # PSCn, m, m, & and (T, U)per 
PSCn, m, k, & (with k<m) then (T, U)per # In, m, k, & (X, Y ). A biproduct of
these three steps is an algorithm for the expansion of the polynomial
P(X, Y) into the basis PSCn, m, k, & .
Theorem 5.1. The collection
SMCS=[(T, U)per : T # STn, m and U # CSMn, m]
spans C[X, Y].
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Proof. Let
P(X, Y )=xd11 y
e1
1 } } } x
dn
n y
en
n .
and
Hg (P)=[ j : d j+ej $g&1 (mod m)]
some 1gm. Let
jh
Tg= b , (5.2)
j1
where jf are the elements of Hg (P). Furthermore, set
(djh , ejh)
Ug= b . (5.3)
(dj1 , ej1)
Now if (djh , ejh)  A+ then P(x , y)Am, k, &=0. Note that P(X, Y )=
(T, U)per where T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm) and U=(U1 , U2 , ..., Um). Theorem 2.1
implies that (Ti , Ui)per can be expressed as a linear combination of column-
strict bipermanents. Thus,
P(X, Y )=(T, U)per= ‘
m
i=1
(Ti , Ui)per
can be expressed as a linear combination of bi-m permanents. K
Example. Suppose that n=7 and m=4 and that
P(X, Y )= y31x
4
2 y
3
3 y
6
5 x
2
6 y
4
7
then
H1=[2, 4, 7]
H2=<
H3=[5, 6]
H4=[1, 3].
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If we set
7
T1= 4
2
T2=<
T3=
6
5
T4=
3
1
and
(0, 4)
U1=(0, 0)
(4, 0)
U2=<
U3=
(2, 0)
(0, 6)
U4=
(0, 3)
(0, 3)
then
(T, U)per=P(X, Y )= y31 x
4
2 y
3
3 y
6
5x
2
6 y
4
7 .
Define
C Snm [X, Y]={f # C[X, Y] : f= :: # Sn :(x
p1
1 y
q1
1 x
p2
2 y
q2
2 } } } x
pn
n y
qn
n ), m| pi
and m | qi for 1in= . (5.4)
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Theorem 5.2. The polynomials in the collection C Snm [X, Y] that are of
degree at least one are contained in In, m, k, & (X, Y ).
Proof. Recall that
Am, k, &= :
; # Sn
sgn(;) xs;11 y
t;1
1 x
s;2
2 y
t;2
2 } } } x
s;n
n y
t;n
n (5.5)
where (sj , tj) # Qm, k, & and sj+tj $k&1 (mod m). Suppose f (X, Y ) #
CSnm [X, Y]. Now if some ( pi , q i)  A+ then we have that
f (x , y)Am, k, &=0
and f (X, Y ) # In, m, k, & (X, Y ). Thus, we may suppose that
f (X, Y)= :
: # Sn
:(x p11 y
q1
1 x
p2
2 y
q2
2 } } } x
pn
n y
qn
n )
where ( pi , qi) # A+ for all 1in, m | p i , m | qi and ( pj , qj)+ ( p j+1 ,
qj+1) for 1 jn&1. Specifically, we have now
f (x , y)= :
: # Sn
 p:1x1 
q:1
y1
 p:2x2 
q:2
y2
} } }  p:nxn 
q:n
yn
.
Now,
f (x , y)Am, k, &
= :
: # Sn
 p:1x1 
q:1
y1
 p:2x2 
q:2
y2
} } }  p:nxn 
q:n
yn
:
; # Sn
sgn(;) xs;11 y
t;1
1 x
s;2
2 y
t;2
2 } } } x
s;n
n y
t;n
n
= :
: # Sn
:
; # Sn
sgn(;)  p:1x1 
q:1
y1
 p:2x2 
q:2
y2
} } }  p:nxn 
q:n
yn
xs;11 y
t;1
1 x
s;2
2 y
t;2
2 } } } x
s;n
n y
t;n
n
= :
: # Sn
:
; # Sn
sgn(;) c:, ; x
s;1& p:1
1 y
t;1&q:1
1 x
s;2& p:2
2 y
t;2&q:2
2 } } } x
s
;n
& p:n
n y
t;n&q:n
n
= :
; # Sn
:
: # Sn
sgn(;) c:, ; x
s;1& p:1
1 y
t;1&q:1
1 x
s;2& p:2
2 y
t;2&q:2
2 } } } x
s;n& p:n
n y
t;n&q:n
n
= :
; # Sn
:
;: # Sn
sgn(;) c;:, ; x
s;1& p;:1
1 y
t;1&q;:1
1 x
s;2& p;:2
2 y
t;2&q;:2
2 } } }
xs;n& p;:nn y
t;n&q;:n
n
= :
; # Sn
:
: # Sn
sgn(;)d:, ;;&1 (x
s1& p:1
1 y
t1&q:1
1 x
s2& p:2
2 y
t2&q:2
2 } } } x
sn& p:n
n y
tn&q:n
n )
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where we have set d:, ;=c;:, ; . Note, however, that the coefficient d:, ; of
;&1 (x s1& p:11 y
t1&q:1
1 x
s2& p:2
2 y
t2&q:2
2 } } } x
sn& p:n
n y
tn&q:n
n )
is completely dependent on :. Thus, we will denote d:, ; by c: . Therefore,
:
; # Sn
:
: # Sn
sgn(;) d:, ; ;&1 (x
s1& p:1
1 y
t1&q:1
1 x
s2& p:2
2 y
t2&q:2
2 } } } x
sn& p:n
n y
tn&q:n
n )
= :
: # Sn
:
; # Sn
sgn(;) c:;(x
s1& p:1
1 y
t1&q:1
1 x
s2& p:21
2 y
t2&q:2
2 } } } x
sn& p:n
n y
tn&q:n
n ).
If c: {0 then si& p:i0 and t i&q:i0 for all 1in. Assuming that
c: {0 and recalling that (si , ti) # Qm, k, & , m | pi and m | qi for all 1in, the
Dirichlet pigeon-hole principle implies that two elements in the collection
[(s1& p:1 , t1&q:1), (s2& p:2 , t2&q:2)..., (sn& p:n , tn&q:n)]
must be identical. Therefore,
:
; # Sn
sgn(;) c: ;(x
s1& p:1
1 y
t1&q:1
1 x
s2& p:2
2 y
t2&q:2
2 } } } x
sn& p:n
n y
tn&q:n
n )=0.
Therefore, we must have f (X, Y ) # In, m, k, & (X, Y ). K
Note. The above proof is a generalization of one found in [4]. Note
that in the cases where &=(1q) or &=( p), this result is a direct conse-
quence of the work of Shephard and Todd (see [10]).
Let U=(U1 , U2 , ..., Um) # CSMn, m be of shape *. We will label the cells
of U in the following manner:
A. Let s be the cell of U with smallest entry with respect to <+
breaking ties from left to right. Label cell s with 1.
B. Recursively, having labeled cell t with i (for 1in&1), let u be
the remaining unlabeled cell with smallest entry with respect to <+ break-
ing ties from left to right. Label cell u with i+1.
This labeling of the cells of U we will refer to as its s-label. We will
denote a m-column strict tableau together with its s-label by UL . M(U) will
denote the m-standard tableau of shape + where each cell of M(U) contains
the label of the corresponding cell of U. Suppose that M # STn, m, k, & . Let
C=C& (M(U)) be the cocharge tableau of the m-standard tableau M(U).
(Note that in theorem 5.6, we will prove that if M=M(U)  STn, m, k, & then
(I, C)per # In, m, k, & (X, Y).) Note that C& (U) and U have the same s-labeling.
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Let #i be the difference of the entries in the cells labeled i in U and C& (U).
In other words,
#i=U(i)&C& (U)(i) (5.6)
where U(i) and C& (U)(i) denote the cells labeled i in U and C& (U) respec-
tively. Note that since all of the entries of Uj and Cj are congruent to
j&1 (mod m) we have that m | #i for 1in. Furthermove, #10 and
#i+1#i for 1in&1. Thus we have defined a decomposition of a
column-strict U m-tableau into a pair (C, #) where C is a cocharge tableau
and # is an increasing sequence. Furthermore, it should be noted that this
decomposition is unique. Thus we have the following lemma.
Lemma 5.3. Let U=(U1 , U2 , ..., Um) # CSMn, m be a column-strict
m-tableau such that M=M(U) # STn, m, k, & and let C=C&(M). The cells of
U and the cells of C have the same s-labeling. Furthermore, if ci is the cell
in C labeled i and ui is the cell in U labeled i and ui&ci=#i then the pair
(C, #), where #=(#1 , #2 , ..., #n), is unique.
Example. Suppose that n=15, m=4, k=1 and &=(33, 125). With
we have
(14, 0)12 (7, 0)10
UL=\ (0, 0)9 (0, 2)8 (18, 0)13 (0, 15)5 + ,(0, 24)3 (0, 12)6 , <, (0, 26)1 (0, 26)2 (18, 0)14 (22, 0)15 , (0, 23)4 (0, 7)7 (11, 0)11
12 10
M=M(U )=\9 8 13 5 + , (5.8)3 6, <, 1 2 14 15, 4 7 11
(6, 0) (3, 0)
C& (M)=\ (0, 0) (0, 2) (6, 0) (0, 7) + ,
(5.9)
(0, 12) (0, 4), <, (0, 14) (0, 14) (6, 0) (6, 0), (0, 11) (0, 3) (3, 0)
and
#(U)=((#11 , #12), (#21 , #22), ..., (#151 , #152))
=((0, 12), (0, 12), (0, 12), (0, 12), (0, 8), (0, 8), (0, 4), (0, 0), (0, 0), (4, 0),
(8, 0), (8, 0), (12, 0), (12, 0), (16, 0)). (5.10)
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Recall that given a tableau S we define the row sequence rs(S) of S to be
the word obtained by reading the entries of S from left to right, row by
row, starting at the bottom. The row sequence of a m-tableau
T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm) is
rs(T )=rs(T1) rs(T2) } } } rs(Tm).
Recall that the content {(T ) of T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm) is the rearrangement of
the letters of rs(T) in decreasing order with respect to <+ . For example,
with U given in (5.7), we have that
rs(U)=(0, 24), (0, 12), (0, 0), (0, 26), (0, 26), (18, 0), (22, 0), (0, 2),
(18, 0), (14, 0), (0, 23), (0, 7), (11, 0), (0, 15), (7, 0)
and
{(T )=(22, 0), (18, 0), (18, 0), (14, 0), (11, 0), (7, 0), (0, 0), (0, 2),
(0, 7), (0, 12), (0, 15), (0, 23), (0, 24), (0, 26), (0, 26).
Suppose that U decomposes into (C, #) and that C=C& (M) where
M=(M1 , M2 , ..., Mm) is an m-standard tableau. Recall that c i is the entry
in C that replaced i in M. Suppose that the entries of C are from the set
9=[1 , 2 , ..., p]
where i<+ i+1 . Define 1 _i, j to be the multiset
1 _i, j=[#_r : cr=i and r is in row j of some Mp].
Note that the entry cr may occur in only one of the Cp . Define the content
{(1 _i, j) of 1
_
i, j to be the listing of the entries of 1
_
i, j in decreasing order
with respect of >+ . For example, with M, C and # given in (5.8), (5.9), and
(5.10), respectively, then
9=[(0, 14), (0, 12), (0, 11), (0, 7), (0, 4), (0, 3), (0, 2), (0, 0), (3, 0), (6, 0)].
Thus 10=(6, 0). With = being the identity element of Sn then we have
1 =10, 1=[#14 , #15]=[(12, 0), (16, 0)],
1 =10, 2=[#13]=[(12, 0)],
and
1 =10, 3=[#12]=[(8, 0)].
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The content of 1 =10, 1 is given by
{(110, 1)=(16, 0), (12, 0).
If
_=\1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 153 5 13 15 10 4 12 8 7 9 11 1 14 6 2 +
then
1 _10, 1=[#_14 , #_15]=[(0, 8), (0, 12)],
1 _10, 2=[#_13]=[(12, 0)],
and
1 _10, 3=[#_12]=[(0, 12)].
If T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm) and U=(U1 , U2 , ..., Um) are two m-tableau, define
T>tr U if and only if
(a) {(T )>L {(U); or
(b) if {(T )={(U) then rs(T )>L rs(U)
where >L represents the lexicographic order. It should be noted that >tr
is a total order on the set of m-tableaux of a given shape.
Theorem 5.4. Let U # CSMn, m have shape +. Let M=M(U),
C=C& (M) and #=#(U). Set
m# (X, Y)= :
_ # Sn
_(x#111 y
#121 x
#212 y
#222 } } } x
#n1n y
#n2n ).
If W is a standard m-tableau of shape + then
m# (X, Y )(W, C)per
=cW, U (W, U)per+ :
V<tr U
cV (W, V)per+ :
sh(P)>L sh(W)
(P, Q)
(P, Q)per , (5.11)
where cW, U{0, P # STn, m and V, Q # CSMn, m . Thus the collection
PSCn, m, m, & spans Cn, m, m, & .
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Proof. Let I be the m-tableau with entry i in the same cell that is
labeled i in C. (Recall that Lemma 5.3 implies that U and C have the same
s-labeling.) With
m# (X, Y )= :
_ # Sn
_ x#111 y
#
121 x
#
212 y
#
222 } } } x
#n1n y
#n2n
= :
_ # Sn
(1 | #_
1
&1)(2 | #&1_2 ) } } } (n | #
&1
_n
)
= :
_ # Sn
(1 | #_1)(2 | #_2) } } } (n | #_n)
and recalling that
(I, C)per= :
: # RI
:qI, C(X, Y )
= :
: # RI
(1 | c:1)(2 | c:2) } } } (n | c:n),
we have
m# (X, Y ) (I, C)per
= :
_ # Sn
(1 | #_1)(2 | #_2) } } } (n | #_n) :
: # RI
(1 | c:1)(2 | c:2) } } } (n | c:n)
= :
_ # Sn
:
: # RI
(1 | #_1)(2 | #_2) } } } (n | #_n)(1 | c:1)(2 | c:2) } } } (n | c:n)
= :
_ # Sn
:
: # RI
(1 | c:1+#_1)(2 | c:2+#_2) } } } (n | c:n+#_n)
= :
: # RI
:
_ # Sn
(1 | c:1+#_1) (2 | c:2+#_2) } } } (n | c:n+#_n)
= :
: # RI
:
:_ # Sn
(1 | c:1+#:_1) (2 | c:2+#:_2) } } } (n | c:n+#:_n)
= :
: # RI
:
_ # Sn
:&1 (1 | c1+#_1) (2 | c2+#_2) } } } (n | cn+#_n)
= :
_ # Sn
:
: # RI
:(1 | c1+#_1) (2 | c2+#_2) } } } (n | cn+#_n). (5.12)
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Now setting T_ to be the m-tableau that has entry cj+#_j in the cell con-
taining j in I, we have that
m# (X, Y )(I, C)per= :
_ # Sn
(I, T_)per , (5.13)
where
(I, T_)per= :
: # RI
:qI, T_ (X, Y ).
Note that T= U.
Recall that 1 _i, j is the multiset
1 _i, j=[#_r : cr={i and r is in row j of T]
and define
1 _i = .
r
j=1
1 _i, j
(where the union is considered as a multiset). Let R=(R1 , R2 , ..., Rm) be
an m-tableau of shape + such that if {i is an entry of Cf then for each row
j of Rf and for each entry #h of 1 _i, j , there corresponds a copy of {i+#h .
Note that (I, R)per=(I, T_)per .
If
1 _i, j=1
=
i, j
for all i and j then the entries in each row of T_ are a permutation of the
entries in the corresponding row of T= and thus (I, T_)per=(I, T=)per .
If
1 _i, j {1
=
i, j
some i, j but 1 _i =1
=
i for all i then let F=(F1 , F2 , ..., Fm) be the rearrange-
ment of the entries in the rows of T_ such that the rows increase weakly
from west to east. Note that (I, T_)per=(I, F )per . The entries of both T_
and F are permutations of the entries of U. If ch<cj then #h#j . Since
1 _i =1
=
i , we know that #_h#_j . Therefore, we have that
ch+#_h<+ cj+#_j . (5.14)
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Thus F must be column-strict. Furthermore, note that if #r # 1 =i, j and
#s # 1 =i, j $ where j< j $ then #r#s . If j is the smallest integer such that
1 _i, j {1
=
i, j for a given i, then the content of 1
_
i, j must be smaller than the
content of 1 =i, j and we must have that rs(F )<L rs(T=).
Finally, if 1 _i {1
=
i for some i then let r be the largest integer such that
1 _r {1
=
r . Recall that if T_ has entries that are not from the alphabet A+
then (I, T_)per # In, m, k, & (X, Y ). Note that for h>r, 1 _h=1
=
h . Thus we have
that the content of 1 =h equals the content of 1
_
h for h>r. Thus, the content
of 1 =r must be larger than the content of 1
_
r and thus {(T_)<{(T=)={(U).
Thus we have that
m# (X, Y )(I, C)per=cI, U (I, U)per+ :
V<tr U
cV (I, V)per . (5.15)
Now suppose that W=(W1 , W2 , ..., Wm) is standard m-tableau of shape
+=sh(I ) and that ,W, I is the permutation that maps an integer j
(1 jn) to the entry in the cell in W that corresponds to the cell con-
taining j in I.
m# (X, Y )(W, C)per=m# (X, Y) ,W, I ((I, C)per) (5.16)
=,W, I (m# (X, Y )(I, C)per)
=,W, I \cI, U (I, U)per+ :V>tr U cV (I, V)per))
=cI, U ,W, I (I, U)per+ :
V>tr U
cV ,W, I (I, V)per
=cW, U (W, U)per+ :
V>tr U
cV (W, V)per . (5.17)
Note that if V contains an entry ( f, g)  A+ (i.e., fg{0) then
(W, V)per (x , y) Am, k, &=0 and (W, V)per # In, m, k, & (X, Y). Thus without
loss of generality we may assume that the entries of V are all elements of
A+ . Furthermore, note that since C=(C1 , C2 , ..., Cm) # CSMn, m then
cj # Ch implies that cj $h&1 (mod m). Since m | #g for 1gn we have
that cj+#g $h&1 (mod m). Note that m# (X, Y ) # CSnm and thus Theorem
5.2 implies that m# # In, m, k, & (X, Y ). Solving for (W, U)per in equation
(5.17) along with Rota’s Straightening Algorithm (see Theorem 2.1) gives
the algorithm for expanding elements of Cn, m, m, & in terms of the basis
PSCn, m, m, & . K
Actually, the proof of Theorem 5.4 yields a stronger statement. Let
CSn, m=[U=(U1 , U2 , ..., Um) : Uj # CS, 1 jm].
We have the following corollary.
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Corollary 5.5. Suppose #=(#1 , #2 , ..., #n) is an increasing sequence
with respect to >+ , I # STn, m , U # CSn, m , uh is the cell labeled h in
U=(U1 , U2 , ..., Um) and V=(V1 , V2 , ..., Vm) is the m-tableau of shape
sh(U) obtained by replacing uh in U by uh+#h . Then
m# (I, U)per=cI, W (I, V)per+ :
(6.1)
V>tr U
cV (I, V)per , (5.18)
where cI, W {0 and V # CSn, m .
Note that if &=(1q), T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm) # STn, m, k, & and 1 # Tg where
1k<gm then there are n entries of C=C(T ) that are greater than or
equal to (g&1, 0) with respect to <+ . The smallest exponent of Am, k, & is
(k&1, 0). Thus, we have that
(I, C)per (x , y) Am, k, &=0,
where I # STn, m . Similarly, if &=( p) and n # Tg where 1k<gm or if
&=( p, 1q) with p=m(v&1)+k2 and k=1, then
(I, C)per (x , y) Am, k, &=0.
We therefore have
Theorem 5.6. If (I, C)per # PSCn, m, m, & and (I, C)per  PSCn, m, k, &
(i.e., 1k<m) then (I, C)per # In, m, k, & (X, Y ).
In other words, expanding a polynomial P(X, Y ) # Cn, m, m, & as a linear
combination of elements of PSCn, m, m, & gives the expansion of P(X, Y ) in
Cn, m, k, & in terms of PSCn, m, k, & for all 1km.
6. A LINEAR INDEPENDENT SET IN Cn, m, k, &
The column sequence cs(T ) of a tableau T is the listing of the entries of
T from bottom to top, column by column beginning at the column to the
left and continuing right. The column-sequence cs(T ) of a m-tableau
T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm) is given by
cs(T )=cs(T1) cs(T2) } } } cs(Tm).
For example, with U given in (5.7),
cs(U)=(0, 24), (0, 0), (0, 12), (0, 26), (0, 2), (14, 0), (0, 26), (18, 0), (18, 0),
(22, 0), (0, 23), (0, 15), (7, 0), (0, 7), (11, 0).
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Given two bi-m-tableaux (T 1, T 2) and (S1, S 2) of shapes * and \, respec-
tively, we will say that
(T 1, T 2)<stc (S 1, S 2)
if and only if
(1) *$<L \$ where *$ and \$ are the conjugate shapes of * and \
respectively; or
(2) if *$=\$ then {(T1) {(T2)<L {(S1) {(S2); or
(3) if *$=\$ and {(T1) {(T2)={(S1) {(S2) then cs(T1) cs(T2)>L
cs(S1) cs(S2). (6.1)
Before we give the next theorem, we need to recall and introduce some
notation. Let
LQ=(b11 , b12), ..., (bn1 , bn2) (6.2)
be the listing of the elements of Qm, k, & in increasing order (see equation
(1.10)) with respect to <+ . Set bi=(bi1 , bi2), let
MQ=(1 | b1), ..., (n | bn)
and let
qU, C=(1 | c1)(2 | c2) } } } (n | cn)
where U # STn, m, k, & , C=C& (U) and ci=(ci1 , c i2) is the entry in the cell of
C that corresponds to the cell containing i in U.
Lemma 6.1. If ch<+ cf then bh&ch+ bf&cf with equality only if
j+1 # Tg is northwest of j # Tg for h j< f. Furthermore, if ch=cf and
h< f then bh&ch<bf&cf .
Proof. If (0, 0)+ ch<+ cf we have that
ch+( f &h)(m, 0)+ cf
with equality only if j+1 # Tg is northwest of j # Tg for all j such that
h j< f. Note that bh+( f &h)(m, 0)=bf . Thus, we have that
bf &cf + bh&ch with equality only if j+1 # Tg is northwest of j # Tg for
h j< f. Similarly, if (0, 0)+ cj+ ch , we have bj&cj+ bh&ch . K
The following theorem is a generalization of one found in [4].
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Theorem 6.2. Suppose U and T are standard tableaux of the same
shape, C=C& (T ), V=Lm&kRt(U), Z=Lm&kRt(T ) and D=C& (Z). Then
(U, C)per (x , y) Am, k, &=aV, D(V, D)det+ :
(W, E)>stc (V, D)
aW, E (W, E)det ,
(6.3)
where aV, D {0 and the pair (W, E) are m-standard and m column-strict
respectively.
Proof. Suppose that U=T. Note that
Am, k, &= :
, # Sn
sgn(,) ,MQ
and that
(U, C)per (x , y)= :
_ # RU
_qU, C (x , y), (6.4)
where RU is the subgroup of Sn that leaves the rows of U=(U1 , U2 , ..., Um)
invariant. Thus
(U, C)per (x , y) Am, k, &
= :
_ # RU
(_qU, C (x , y)) :
, # Sn
sgn(,)(,MQ)
= :
, # Sn
:
_ # RU
sgn(,)(_qU, C (x , y))(,MQ)
= :
; # SnRU
sgn(;) :
# # RU
:
_ # RU
sgn(#)(_qU, C (x , y))(#;MQ)
= :
; # SnRU
sgn(;) :
# # RU
:
_ # RU
sgn(#)(#(#&1_qU, C (x , y)))(#(;MQ))
= :
; # SnRU
sgn(;) :
# # RU
:
_ # RU
sgn(#)(#(_qU, C (x , y)))(#(;MQ))
= :
; # SnRU
sgn(;) :
_ # RU
:
#_&1 # RU
sgn(_&1) sgn(#)(#_&1 (_qU, C (x , y)))
(#_&1 (;MQ))
= :
; # SnRU
sgn(;) :
_ # RU
sgn(_&1) :
# # RU
sgn(#)
#(qU, C (x , y)) #(_&1;MQ)
= :
, # Sn
sgn(,) :
# # RU
sgn(#) #(qU, C (x , y)(,MQ)), (6.5)
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where ,=_&1;. Note that
,MQ=,(x
b11
1 y
b12
1 x
b21
2 y
b22
2 } } } x
bn1
n y
bn2
n )
=xb11,(1)y
b12
,(1) x
b21
,(2) y
b22
,(2) } } } x
bn1
,(n) y
bn2
,(n)
=xb,
&1
(1)1
1 y
b,&1(1)2
1 x
b,&1(2)1
2 y
b,&1(2)2
2 } } } x
b,&1(n)1
n y
b,&1(n)2
n .
Now with U=T we have
qU, C (x , y)=
c11
x1
c12y1 
c21
x2
c22y2 } } } 
cn1
xn
cn2yn
where ci is the entry in C that replaced i in T, and thus,
qU, C (x , y)(,MQ)
=a,x
b,&1(1)1&c11
1 y
b,&1(1)2&c12
1 x
b,&1(2)1&c21
2 y
b,
&1
(2)2
&c22
2 } } }
xb,
&1
(n)1&cn1
n y
b,
&1
(n)2&cn2
n
=a, (1 | b,&1(1)&c1)(2 | b,&1(2)&c2) } } } (n | b,&1(n)&cn)
where a, is a constant. Therefore, with V=Lm&k Rt(U), we have
:
# # RU
sgn(#) #(qU, C (x , y)(,MQ))=a, (V, E,)det , (6.6)
where E,=(E,, 1 , E,, 2 , ..., E,, m) is the m-tableau of shape sh(V) that has
entry b,&1( j)&cj in the cell that corresponds to the cell containing j in V.
Note that if either entry in b,&1( j)&cj is negative for 1 jn then a,=0.
Now cj # Cg (and thus j # Ug) if and only if cj1+cj2 $g&1 (mod m).
Furthermore, bi1+bi2 $k&1 (mod m). Thus
bi1+bi2&(cj1+cj2)$(k& g) (mod m)
if and only if j # Ug . Furthermore, we have that j # Vp where
p$(m+1& g&(m&k))$k+1& g (mod m).
Therefore, if b,&1( j)&cj # E,, p then
b,&1( j)1+b,&1( j)2&(cj1+cj2)$( p&1) (mod m).
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Now suppose that , (qU, C (x , y))=qU, C (x , y) and that , # RU . Then
we have that
sgn(,) :
# # RU
sgn(#) #(qU, C (x , y)(,MQ))
=sgn(,) :
# # RU
sgn(#) #(,(qU, C (x , y))(,MQ))
=sgn(,) :
# # RU
sgn(#) #,(qU, C (x , y) MQ)
= :
# # RU
sgn(#) sgn(,) #,(qU, C (x , y) MQ).
With , # RU we have
:
# # RU
sgn(#) sgn(,) #,(qU, C (x , y) MQ)= :
# # RU
sgn(#) #(qU, C (x , y) MQ).
Now,
:
# # RU
sgn(#) #(qU, C (x , y) MQ)=(V, E=)det ,
where = is the identity element of Sn . Theorem 3.2 implies that
qV, D=(1 | b1&c1)(2 | b2&c2) } } } (n | bn&cn)=qV, E= (6.7)
and therefore (V, E=)det=(V, D)det .
Now suppose that ,(qU, C (x , y))=qU, C (x , y) and that ,  RU . In
this case,
:
# # RU
sgn(#) #(qU, C (x , y)(,MQ))= :
# # RU
sgn(#) #(,(qU, C (x , y))(,MQ))
= :
# # RU
sgn(#) #,(qU, C (x , y) MQ)
=(V, E,)det ,
where E, has entry
b,&1( j)&c j=b,&1( j)&c,&1( j)
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in the cell that corresponds to the cell containing j in V. Thus the content
of E, is equal to the content of D. Furthermore, the entries of E, are a per-
mutation of the entries of D. Let F be the m-tableau obtained by reordering
the columns of E, in increasing order. Note that
(V, F )det=\(V, E,)det
and that if any entries are repeated in a column then (V, F )det=0. Now,
suppose that
Z=(Z1 , Z2 , ..., Zm)=Lm&kRt(T),
D=C& (Z), f =,&1 ( j) and that j is in row r and column q of Zg . Note that
, (qU, C (x , y))=qU, C (x , y) implies that c,&1(e)=ce for 1en. Since
cj=cf we know that there are at least r entries [’1 , ’2 , ..., ’r] in column
q&1 of Zg that are smaller than f. Furthermore, since c,&1(e)=ce for
1en we have that the images [,&1’1 , ,
&1
’2
, ..., ,&1’r ] of those entries must
also be smaller than f. Lemma 6.1 implies that there are at least r entries
in column q&1 of E, that are smaller than bf&cj with respect to <+ . Thus
the entry in column q&1 and row r of Fg must be less than or equal to
bh&ch for all h such that ch=cf . Thus if (V, F )det {0 we have that F is an
column-strict m-tableau. Let i be the first entry in the column-sequence of
V such that ,&1 (i) is an entry in a different column of V. Note that
b,&1(i)<bi and c,&1(i)=ci . Thus bi&ci was replaced by an entry
b,&1(i)&c,&1(i) that is smaller with respect to <+ . Therefore, we have that
cs(D)>L cs(F ). Therefore, (V, F )det # CSMn, m and (V, F )det>stc (V, D)det .
Suppose that ,((qU, C (x , y)){qU, C (x , y). Note that the content of
D is
{(D)=bn&cn , bn&1&cn&1 , ..., b2&c2 , b1&c1 .
Let j be the largest integer such that cj {c,&1( j) . Note that chch+1 for
1hn&1 and thus we have that cj>+ c,&1( j) . Therefore, we have that
bj&cj<+ bj&c,&1( j) . Note that there are the following n& j+1 terms in
the content of E, :
bn&cn , bn&1&cn&1 , ..., bj+1&c j+1 , bj&c,&1( j) .
Rearranging the above list in decreasing order with respect to >+ provides
a sequence {$ that is lexicographically larger then {(D). Thus, we have that
{(D)<{(E,). Recall that Rota’s straightening algorithm implies that
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(Vj , (E,)j)det for 1 jm can be written as a linear combination of bi-m
column-strict tableaux of the same content. Thus if U=T we have Eq. (6.3)
(T, C)per (x , y) Am, k, &=aP, D(P, D)det+ :
(W, E)>stc (P, D)
aW, E (W, E)det
(6.8)
where P=Lm&kRt(T ).
If U{T then let ,U, T # Sn be the permutation that maps i to the entry
in the cell of T that corresponds to the cell containing i in U. Then, letting
,U, T act on Eq. (6.8) gives the theorem. K
Theorem 6.2 implies that the collection PSCn, m, k, & is linearly independ-
ent in the quotient ring Cn, m, k, & . To see this, suppose that
c1 f1+c2 f2+ } } } +cm fm $0 (mod In, m, k, & (X, Y ))
where fi=(U i, T i)per # PSCn, m, k, & . Then we have that
(c1 f1 (x , y)+c2 f2 (x , y)+ } } } +cm fm (x , y)) Am, k, &=0.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that f1=(U1, C1)per is the poly-
nomial such that (V, D) (using the notation from Theorem 6.2) is smallest
with respect to the ordering <stc such that c1 {0. Now, Theorem 6.1
implies that
(c1 f1 (x , y)+c2 f2 (xy)+ } } } +cm fm (x y)) Am, k, &
=cc1 (V, D)det+ :
(S, E)>stc (V, D)
cD$ (S, E)det .
Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.4 imply that cc1=0. But c{0 and thus c1=0
a contradiction. Thus we have
Theorem 6.3. The collection PSCn, m, k, & is linearly independent in the
quotient ring Cn, m, k, & .
Since we have proven in Theorem 5.4 that PSCn, m, k, & spans Cn, m, k, & ,
we have that PSCn, m, k, & must be a basis for Cn, m, k, & . Now, we will say
that (T, U)>str (W, V) if
(1) sh(T )>L sh(W) or (6.9)
(2) if sh(T )=sh(W) then (T, U)>tr (W, V).
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Rota’s Straightening Algorithm implies that
,(T, C)per= :
sh(T)=sh(U)
aT, U (U, C)per+ :
(W, C$)>str (T, C)
bW, C$ (W, C$)per .
(6.10)
Ordering the elements of PSCn, m, k, & with respect to >str yields a represen-
tation of , # Gn, m that is upper block triangular.
Define
Pn, m=[*=(*1 , *2 , ..., *m) : |*j |=nj for 1 jm and
n1+n2+ } } } +nm=n].
Now, if m=k the dimensions of the blocks where sh(T )=* is g*_g*
where g* is the number of m-standard tableaux of shape *. Specifically,
g*=\ n*1 , *2 , ..., *m+ ‘
m
j=1
f*j ,
where f*j is the number of standard tableaux of shape *j . Note that
+ V j f +2= j! implies that
:
* # Pn, m
(g*)2=mnn! (6.11)
which is the order of Gn, m . Therefore,
Theorem 6.4. The collection PSCn, m, m, & is a basis for Cn, m, m, & .
Furthermore the action of Gn, m on PSCn, m, m, & yields an upper block tri-
angular version of the regular representation \n, m, m of Gn, m . Furthermore,
these blocks give the decomposition of the regular representation of Gn, m into
its irreducible constituents.
7. THE IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF Gn, m, k
In this section we will require that k | m. Specifically, we have that
kh=m some integer h. It should be noted that when k | m and &=(1q) or
&=( p) (as in (1.9)) that it is well-known that the action of Gn, m, k on a
basis of Cn, m, k, & yields the left regular representation \n, m, k of Gn, m, k (see
[12]). Our goal is to construct a basis for Cn, m, k, & that exhibits the
decomposition of the regular representation into its irreducible con-
stituents. We will do this by modifying the basis PSCn, m, k, & for Cn, m, k, & .
We define an equivalence relation R on STn, m in the following manner.
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With T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm) # STn, m and U=(U1 , U2 , ..., Um) # STn, m , we
will say that TRU if and only if sh(T )=sh(U) and there exists an integer
g such that Lgk (T)=U. Note that each equivalence class of R has at most
h members. Let
r=[’r, 1 , ’r, 2 , ..., ’r, pr] (7.1)
denote the collection of distinct equivalence classes with exactly r members
(with ’r, v=’r, w if and only if v=w) and let fr, w # STn, m be the repre-
sentative of the class ’r, w (i.e., [ fr, w]=’r, w) with smallest row sequence.
Furthermore, let
Fr=[ fr, 1 , fr, 2 , ..., fr, pr]. (7.2)
Note that rqr=m some integer qr . Since r | h we have that k | qr . With
T # Fr and (T, C)per # PSCn, m, k, & set
[T, C]per, w= :
r&1
d=0
e2?idwr (Ldqr (T ), C)per (7.3)
for 0wr&1. (Note that the operators defined in (7.3) are similar to the
discrete Fourier transform operators defined in [13].) Define
MPn, m, k, &, r=[[T, C]per, w : (T, C) # PSCn, m, k, & , T # Fr , 0wr&1]
(7.4)
and
MPSCn, m, k, &= .
r | h
MPn, m, k, &, r . (7.5)
Example. Suppose that m=6 and that
T=\
3
1 2, 4,
7
5 6, 8,
11
9 11, 12+ .
Thus we have that under R, T is related to exactly both of
U=\
7
5 6, 8,
11
9 10, 12,
3
1 2, 4+
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and
W=\
11
9 10, 12,
3
1 2, 4,
7
5 6, 8+ .
Therefore, we have that [T, U, W] # 3 and q3=2. Letting T be the class
representative for [T, U, W] in F3 , we have, for an appropriate C,
[T, C]per, 0=(T, C)per+(U, C)per+(W, C)per ,
[T, C]per, 1=(T, C)per+e2?i3 (U, C)per+e4?i3 (W, C)per
and
[T, C]per, 2=(T, C)per+e4?i3 (U, C)per+e2?i3 (W, C)per .
Theorem 7.1. The collection MPSCn, m, k, & is a basis for Cn, m, k, & .
Proof. From Theorem 6.3, we have that the collection PSCn, m, k, & is a
basis for Cn, m, k, & . In MPSCn, m, k, & we replaced the polynomials in the
collection
[(Ldqr (T ), C)per : 0dr&1]
with the collection of polynomials
[[T, C]per, w : for 0wr&1].
Thus we need to show that the determinant of the matrix
1 1 1 } } } 1
e1 e2 e3 } } } er
Mr=\ e21 e22 e23 } } } e2r + (7.6)b b b } } } b
er&11 e
r&1
2 e
r&1
3 } } } e
r&1
r
is non-zero where ed=e2?i(d&1)r. Note that the determinant of M is equal
to a Vandermonde determinant and hence
det(Mr)= ‘
1i< jr
(ej&ei).
Since ei {ej for i{ j we have that the det(Mr){0 and MPSCn, m, k, & forms
a basis for Cn, m, k, & . K
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Theorem 7.2. Suppose that k | m. Let
;=\
1
=(1) 1
2
=(2) 2
3
=(3) 3
} } } n&1
=(n&1)n&2
n
=(n) n+ # Gn, m, k .
Furthermore, let C, D # COCHn, m, k, & , T # STn, m , sh(C)=sh(D)=sh(T )
and U=Ljk (T ) some integer j. If
;(T, C)per=a1 (T, C)per
and
;(U, D)per=a2 (U, D)per
then a1=a2 .
Proof. Recall that hk=m some integer h, D=(D1 , D2 , ..., Dm),
C=(C1 , C2 , ..., Cm) and >nj=1 =( j) # Hk (see (1.5)). Note that =(z)=e
2?igzm
some integer gz for all 1zn. For T=(T1 , T2 , ..., Tm) and 1 jm,
define
pj= :
z # Tj
gz .
With >nj=1 =( j) # Hk we must have
p1+ p2+ } } } + pm=hf
some integer f. Recall that if (a, b) # Df (1 fm) then
a+b$f &1 (mod m).
Thus a1=e2?idm where
d=0p1+1p2+2p3+ } } } +(m&1) pm . (7.7)
Note that ; (U, D)per=a2 (U, D)per where a2=e2?ibm and
b=0pjk+1+1pjk+2+2pjk+3+ } } } +(m&( jk+1)) pm
+(m&( jk+1)+1) p1+ } } } +(m&( jk+1)+ jk) pjk . (7.8)
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Now
d&b=(0&(m& jk)) p1+(1&(m& jk+1)) p2+ } } } +( jk&m) pjk
+( jk&0) pjk+1+ } } } +((m&1)&(m&( jk+1))) pm
=( jk&m) p1+( jk&m) p2+ } } } +( jk&m) pjk
+( jk) pjk+1+ } } } +( jk) pm
$( jk)( p1+ p2+ } } } + pm) (mod m)
$( jk) hf (mod m)
$0 (mod m).
Therefore,
a1
a2
=e2?i(d&b)m=1
and a1=a2 . K
Suppose ,=_; as described in (1.2), (1.3), and (1.4). Now,
,[T, C]per, w=, \ :
r&1
d=0
e2?idwm (Ldqr (T ), C )per+
=_ \ :
r&1
d=0
e2?idwm;(Ldqr (T ), C )per+
=_ \ :
r&1
d=0
e2?idwma1 (Ldqr (T), C )per+
where a1 is described in Theorem 7.2. Thus,
,[T, C]per, w=a1 \ :
r&1
d=0
e2?idwm_(Ldqr (T), C )per+
=a1 \ :
r&1
d=0
e2?idwm (Ldqr (_T), C )per+
=a1 [_T, C]per, w . (7.9)
Also, note that
,[Lsk (T ), C]per, w=a1 [Lsk (_T ), C]per, w . (7.10)
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Suppose that [T, C]per, w , [U, C]per, w , [T, D]per, w , [U, D]per, w #
MPSCn, m, k, & , and , # Gn, m, k . Let b1 be the coefficient of [U, C]per, w in
the linear expansion of ,([T, C]per, w) into elements of MPSCn, m, k, & .
Since MPSCn, m, k, & is a basis for Cn, m, k, & this coefficient b1 is unique.
Furthermore, let b2 be the coefficient of [U, D]per, w in the linear expansion
of ,([T, D]per, w). Theorem 7.2 and Eq. (7.9) imply that
b1=b2 . (7.11)
Furthermore, Rota’s straightening algorithm (Theorem 2.1) now implies
that the action of , on the basis MPSCn, m, k, & (ordered with respect to
>str) yields a block triangular representation A(,) of Gn, m, k . Particularly,
Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.3, and Eq. (7.9) imply that
,[T, C]per, w= :
sh(U)=sh(T)
a(T, C ), (U, C ), w (,)[U, C]per, w
+ :
[W, D]per, w$ # MPSCn, m, k, &
(W, D)>str (T, C )
a(T, C ), (W, D), w$ (,)(W, D)per, w$ .
(7.12)
Setting
A(,)=&a(T, C ), (W, D), w (,)&(T, C ), (W, D), w , (7.13)
where (T, C) and (W, D) range over all [T, C]per, w , [W, D]per, w #
MPSCn, m, k, & and 0wr&1, we have our block-triangular representa-
tion. Now let
B*, C, w (,)=&a(T, C ), (U, C ), w (,)& (7.14)
where T and U range over all standard T, U # Fr of shape * and
0 jr&1. The matrices B*, C, w (,) are representations of , # Gn, m, k . The
fact that b1=b2 in Eq. (7.11) implies that if sh(C )=sh(D)=* and
C, D # COCHn, m, k, & that B*, C, w (,)=B*, D, w (,). Thus without loss of
generality, let us set
B*, w (,)=B*, C, w (,). (7.15)
Recall that
Pn, m=[*=(*1 , *2 , ..., *m) : |* j |=nj for 1 jm
and n1+n2+ } } } +nm=n]
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(each *i is a partition). Define the operator Lg (0gm&1) on Pn, m by
setting
Lg ((*1 , *2 , ..., *m))=(*g+1 , *g+2 , ..., *m , *1 , ..., *g). (7.16)
We will say that perk (*)= jk if and only if j is the smallest positive integer
such that Ljk (*)=*. Note that j divides h. Since hk=m, Lhk (*)=* and
thus perk (*) is well-defined. Set
Pn, m, j, k=[* # Pn, m : perk (*)= jk]. (7.17)
Note that the collection
[Pn, m, j, k : j |h] (7.18)
partitions Pn, m . Note that we can define an equivalence relation Qk on
Pn, m, j, k by *Qk *$ if and only if *=Lsk (*$) some integer s. Let CRj, k denote
a set of class representatives for Qk .
Example. Suppose n=2, m=4 and k=2. Now,
P2, 4=[(12, <, <, <), (<, 12, <, <), (<, <, 12, <), (<, <, <, 12),
(2, <, <, <), (<, 2, <, <), (<, <, 2, <), (<, <, <, 2),
(1, 1, <, <), (1, <, 1, <), (1, <, <, 1), (<, 1, 1, <),
(<, 1, <, 1), (<, <, 1, 1)].
Now,
P2, 4, 2, 2=[(12, <, <, <), (<, 12, <, <), (<, <, 12, <), (<, <, <, 12),
(2, <, <, <), (<, 2, <, <),(<, <, 2, <), (<, <, <, 2),
(1, 1, <, <), (1, <, <, 1), (<, 1, 1, <), (<, <, 1, 1)]
and
P2, 4, 1, 2=[(1, <, 1, <), (<, 1, <, 1)].
In P2, 4, 2, 2 , the equivalence classes of Qk are
[(12, <, <, <), (<, <, 12, <)][(<, 12, <, <), (<, <, <, 12)]
[(2, <, <, <), (<, <, 2, <)],[(<, 2, <, <), (<, <, <, 2)],
[(1, 1, <, <), (<, <, 1, 1)] [(1, <, <, 1), (<, 1, 1, <)].
Note that every equivalence class has exactly j=2 members.
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If perk (*)= jk then each equivalence class has j members and thus
j |CRj, k |= |Pn, m, j, k |.
Now if *=Lsk (*$), some s, Theorem 2.3 and Eq. (7.10) imply that
B*, w (,)=B*$, w (,). Thus the blocks B*, w of the representation A(,) are
indexed by class representatives * of CRj, k (as j | h) and w (as
0wr&1).
If * # Pn, m, j, k and sh(T )=* (with T # STn, m) then T # Fmjk (from
Eq. (7.2)) and thus 0wmjk&1. If * # CRj, k then the dimension of
B*, w (,) is (using Eq. (7.3))
dim(B*, w (,))=
\ n*1 *2 } } } *m+ f*1 f*2 } } } f*m
mjk
. (7.19)
(Recall that f*i is the number of standard tableaux of shape *i and that
\ n*1 *2 } } } *m+ f*1 f*2 } } } f*m
is the number of m-standard tableaux of shape *.) Now,
:
j | h
:
* # CRj , k
:
(mjk)&1
w=0
(dim(B*, w (,)))2
= :
j | h
:
* # CRj , k
:
(mjk)&1
w=0 \\
n
*1*2 } } } *m+ f*1 f*2 } } } f*m
m
jk +
2
= :
j | h \
m
jk+ :* # CRj , k \\
n
*1 *2 } } } *m+ f*1 f*2 } } } f*m
m
jk +
2
= :
j | h \
m
jk+\
1
j+ :* # Pn, m, j , k \\
n
*1*2 } } } *m + f*1 f*2 } } } f*m
m
jk +
2
=\km+ :* # Pn, m \\
n
*1*2 } } } *m + f*1 f*2 } } } f*m+
2
=kmn&1 n!
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using Eq. (6.11). Now the order of the group Gn, m, k is k mn&1 n! and thus
the B*, w (,) are irreducible representations of Gn, m, k . Specifically, we have
shown how to decompose the regular representation into its irreducible
constituents. Note that in the literature, there are analoguous methods for
indexing these representations (see for example, [5, 8, 9, 11, 13]).
Note that when &=(1q) or &=( p) that the representation given by the
action of Gn, m, k on Cn, m, k, & has exactly the same decomposition as the
representation given by the action of Gn, m, k on Cn, m, k, & when &=( p, 1q).
Thus we must have that the action of Gn, m, k on Cn, m, k, & when &=( p, 1q)
must also be the regular representation of Gn, m, k .
Theorem 7.3. The action of Gn, m, k on the basis MPSCn, m, k, & of
Cn, m, k, & gives the decomposition of the regular representation of Gn, m, k into
its irreducible constituents.
The graded character of a bigraded polynomial ring H[X, Y] is defined
to be
charq, t H=:
q, t
rqst char(Hq, t) (7.20)
where Hq, t is the subspace of degree of degree q in X and t in Y. This given,
Theorem 7.3 implies that the graded character of Cn, m, k, & is
charq, t Cn, m, k, &= :
j | h
:
* # CRj , k
:
mjk&1
g=0
/*, g \ :
sh(C )=*
C # COCHn , m , k , &
qs1(C )ts2(C)+ , (7.21)
where /*, g is the character of the irreducible representation of correspond-
ing to B*, g . The sum
:
sh(C )=*
C # COCHn , m , k , &
qs1(C )ts2(C ) (7.22)
when m=k=1 is the graded character of the Garsia-Haiman module
corresponding to shape * and in this manner the sum in (7.20) gives a
generalization of the q, t-Kostka polynomials corresponding to shape &, *
(see [4, 7, 8]). These graded characters for the shapes ( p) and (1q) have
been found using different methods in [13].
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